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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we describe the general description of our project 

and some updates to our project requirements. We also provide 

high-level and medium-level design information in the form of 

class diagrams and program units. The program units are sorted in 

sections and tables are utilized in order to provide specific 

information about the classes and functions that are utilized in our 

software. We also have provided a multitude of diagrams for 

system level design and also class level detailed design. 

Furthermore, we have a plenitude of annotated references and 

glossary terms for clarification of specific parts of our project.  

1. INTRODUCTION 
There is a great deal of music software existing in the world 

today, but there are not many that capture conducting gestures as 

input. Conducting gestures are able to be captured through the 

means of motion capture devices such as the Leap Motion, 

Kinect, and other camera/motion based devices. Software is built 

to recognize a specific set of gestures from these devices. These 

input devices are able to detect the motion of conducting and 

provide information about the position of the hand, fingers, and 

other objects in the space. Our hope is to create software that will 

recognize and interpret conducting. 

There have been a few projects that have investigated and 

implemented several different methods of capturing conducting. 

These groups have used algorithms from machine learning or 

implemented a finite state machine like Conga to recognize 

conducting. MUSE plans to investigate and determine whether an 

approach with a finite state machine or machine learning approach 

is more feasible. Capturing conducting seems like a relatively easy 

task for these algorithms, but due to noise in the sensors it 

becomes a more difficult task. Our software will utilize signal 

processing filters and other noise canceling filters to make the 

problem more feasible. With the functionality set in place for the 

software, MUSE will provide users with a fun learning 

experience. 

The software will provide a simple and easy to user interface for 

users. The user will be able to record and playback their 

conducting from earlier dates and select different songs. The 

recording feature allows for users to examine other recordings and 

learn from them. Also, we plan to add a way of scoring users 

based on conducting models built within software. The user will 

be able to view their conducting in a visualizer where different 

parts of the beat pattern can be seen. MUSE’s main target market 

is in education for students and teachers who need the software as 

a practice tool. However, MUSE would like for other users to 

enjoy the experience of conducting and to be able to see 

conducting from real conductors. 

Our project is constantly being updated and as we design it and 

code it out we identify new requirements that are necessary. A few 

such requirements are: additional MIDI manipulation functions, 

visualization of notes, visualization of conducting assistance, and 

data storage and analysis via a database. First, we have identified 

that it is necessary to include more MIDI manipulation functions 

because we want to create an environment that is as close to real 

conducting as possible. Second, we had originally planned to 

visualize notes for the .MID and .MIDI files that we play, but we 

are also planning on having visualizers of the notes for each 

instrument which would equate to sixteen at most running at one 

time. Third, we are still planning the requirements for our 

conducting assistance which is projected to be created in OpenGL 

running in QT. We also added more references to academic 

articles and papers in order to fix our problems in the last 

assignment. Finally, we would like to use a database to store 

scores from users of the software, whether that be online or offline 

so that there is an element of competition added.  

2. High-level and Medium-level Design 
 

2.1 System Level Diagram 

 

2.1.1 GUI 
The GUI is composed of classes developed in Qt which interface 

with both the MIDI Sequencer and FSM (Finite State Machine) 

Recognizer. The GUI provides visualizers for both the notes being 

played from the MIDI Sequencer and the gestures being processed 

in the finite state machine. 

2.1.2 MIDI Sequencer 
This component is responsible for reading and parsing a MIDI file 

which the user will conduct against. The sequencer is built using 

functions from the jdksmidi library and interfaces directly with the 

GUI, synthesizer, finite state machine recognizer, and machine 

learning algorithm. The GUI is responsible for displaying 

visualizers of the sound produced by the sequencer while the 

synthesizer is responsible for modifying to sound to a more 

realistic quality. Both the FSM recognizer and machine learning 

algorithm change the sound output based on hand gestures. 

2.1.3 Synthesizer 
The Synthesizer is responsible for increasing the quality of the 

sound produced by the MIDI Sequencer. This is derived from an 

external application appended onto the GUI. 

2.1.4 Motion Recognition 
The process is performed primarily by the Leap motion capture 

device. As the Leap captures hand gestures, the data behind the 

gestures is stored in an appropriate format using JSON (javascript 

object notation). The data is then processed by both the FSM 

Recognizer and machine learning algorithm. 
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2.1.5 Machine Learning 
A machine learning algorithm will be used to process hand 

gestures captured by the Leap and have the music adapt to 

common trends recognized in the movement. Changing the music 

requires a direct relationship between the machine learning 

algorithm and the MIDI Sequencer.   

2.1.6 Finite State Machine Recognition 
This type of recognition utilizes a finite state machine to label 

certain hand gestures captured by the leap based on their 

parameters. The gestures can be labeled as ictuses, signals to 

increase or decrease tempo or volume, or signals to invoke certain 

changes in articulation or expression. When these gestures are 

finished being processed the changes are sent to the MIDI 

Sequencer and displayed to the GUI through a visualizer.    

 

2.2 Class Diagram 
See Appendix A 

2.3 Program Units 

2.3.1 sequencerInterface 
This class enables to GUI to manipulate and recieve data from the 

midi sequencer directly.  Since this class is responsible for 

outputting sound dynamically to the user, it also has links to the 

HiddenMarkovModelRecognizer class and the beat_detector class 

through which the sound will be processed further.  The functions 

in this class consist mainly of MIDI controller setting functions. 

 

Class sequencerInterface 

Method parseMidiFile 

Visibility public 

Return type bool 

Paramters,types None 

Description This function parses a MIDI 

file once it is loaded by the 

user. 

 

Class sequencerInterface 

Method play 

Visibility public 

Return type void 

Paramters,types None 

Description This function invokes the 

MIDI sequencer which 

reads all events from a 

MIDI File and produces 

sound based on their 

effects.  The function is 

called in a separate thread 

once the user invokes it. 

 

Class sequencerInterface 

Method setVolume 

Visibility public 

Return type bool 

Paramters,types None 

Description This function sets the 

current volume of a song 

being played.  

 

Class sequencerInterface 

Method setTempo 

Visibility public 

Return type bool 

Paramters,types None 

Description This function is 

responsible for setting the 

tempo of a song being 

played. 

 

Class sequencerInterface 

Method setGateTimeScale 

Visibility public 

Return type bool 

Paramters,types None 
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Description This function is 

responsible for the 

gateTimeScale which all 

notes in a song while 

adhere to.  This function is 

useful in creating 

articulation effects such as 

legato and staccato. 

 

Class sequencerInterface 

Method setSoftness 

Visibility public 

Return type bool 

Paramters,types None 

Description This function is 

responsible for setting the 

softest of notes being 

played in a song.  

Changing this function 

will also be useful which 

changing the articulation 

of a music piece. 

 

Class sequencerInterface 

Method getVolume 

Visibility public 

Return type int 

Paramters,types None 

Description This function is returns 

the current volume of a 

song being played. 

 

Class sequencerInterface 

Method getGateTimeScale 

Visibility public 

Return type int 

Paramters,types None 

Description This function is returns the 

current gate time scale 

which all notes in a song  

being played adhere to. 

 

Class sequencerInterface 

Method getSoftness 

Visibility public 

Return type int 

Paramters,types None 

Description This function is returns 

the current softness which 

all notes in a song  being 

played adhere to. 

 

Class sequencerInterface 

Method record 

Visibility public 

Return type bool 

Paramters,types None 

Description This function begins 

recording the current song  

beig played once invoked. 

 

Class sequencerInterface 

Method IsPlaying 

Visibility public 

Return type bool 

Paramters,types None 

Description This function returns 

whether or not the 

application curretnly has a 

song playing or not. 
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Class sequencerInterface 

Method selectPort 

Visibility public 

Return type bool 

Paramters,types None 

Description This function selects one 

of several ports available 

allowing for the playing of 

a MIDI File. 

 

2.3.2 beat_detector 
The beat_dectector class is used as an interface for different 

implementations that can recognize conducting. The beat_dector 

class will keep track of the number of ictuses/beats that occur and 

the tempo in between ictuses. This class will be the interface that 

the frame_listener and other classes go to get and place 

information about conducting. 

Class beat_detector 

Method update 

Visibility public 

Return type bool 

Paramters,types None 

Description The following method 

takes the top value of a 

queue and then processes 

that input. The processed 

input is used to determine 

if a beat has occured. If a 

beat has occurred, then the 

tempo stored is updated 

along with the number 

ictuses that have occurred. 

If a ictus has occurred, 

then this function returns 

true. 

 

Class beat_detector 

Method give_value 

Visibility public 

Return type void 

Paramters,types frame ;Leap.Frame 

Description The following method 

places a frame into the 

beat_dectector class 

queue. 

 

Class beat_detector 

Method get_num_ictus 

Visibility public 

Return type int 

Paramters,types None 

Description The following method 

returns the number of 

ictuses that have occurred 

since the class was first 

made. 

 

Class beat_detector 

Method get_tempo 

Visibility public 

Return type float 

Paramters,types None 

Description The following method 

returns the last detected 

tempo. 

 

Class beat_detector 

Method set_dectector 

Visibility public 

Return type void 

Paramters,types function, void* 
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Description The following method sets 

the beat_detector function. 

The beat_detector function 

can be either a conga 

finite state machine or a 

machine-learning 

recognizer. 

 

2.3.3 Frame_listener 
The Frame_listener class records Leap frame  that have occurred 

and places Frames into a processing queue where a beat_detector 

class will determine if a beat has occured. The Frame_listener 

class will place events into a recording queue. The Frame_listener 

class has a beat_detector that will either utilize a conga finite state 

machine or machine learning. The Frame_listener class is the 

class that interfaces with the Leap. 

Class Frame_listener 

Method Record 

Visibility private 

Return type bool 

Paramters,types None 

Description The following method will 

create a queue and give 

control to the 

Frame_listener class to 

place frames captured by 

the leap into the queue. 

This class will return true 

if no other instance is 

recording, but false if 

recording is taking place 

in the Frame_listener 

class. 

 

Class Frame_listener 

Method stop_record 

Visibility private 

Return type bool 

Paramters,types None 

Description The following method will 

stop the current recording 

session and the queue 

associate with the 

previous session will be 

dumped to a file in the 

LeapRecord format. The 

function returns true if it is 

stopping a valid recording 

session, but otherwise it 

returns false. 

 

Class Frame_listener 

Method On_frame 

Visibility public 

Return type void 

Paramters,types controller,Leap.Controller 

Description The following method is a 

callback function for the 

Leap Motion device has a 

frame of data ready. This 

callback method will place 

them in a queue for 

processing. If a recording 

session has been made by 

the method Record, then a 

copy of the current frame 

will be placed in the 

record queue. 

 

Class Frame_listener 

Method On_connect 

Visibility Public 

Return type Void 

Paramters,types controller,Leap.Controller 

Description This method is a callback 

function for when the 

Leap Motion device is 

connected to the 

computer. When the Leap 

Motion device is 

connected, this method 

will initialize a new queue 
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for processing data and 

unlock that queue for 

processing. 

 

Class Frame_listener 

Method On_disconnect 

Visibility Public 

Return type Void 

Paramters,types controller,Leap.Controller 

Description This method is a callback 

function for when the 

Leap Motion device is 

disconnected from the 

computer. The processing 

queue will be locked for 

any further additions when 

the device is disconnected. 

The remaining parts of the 

queue will then be 

processed. 

 

Class Frame_listener 

Method On_exit 

Visibility public 

Return type void 

Paramters,types controller,Leap.Controller 

Description This method is a callback 

for when the program 

exits. This method will  

deconstruct the processing 

queue and dump the 

recording queue  in a file. 

 

Class Frame_listener 

Method On_init 

Visibility public 

Return type void 

Paramters,types controller,Leap.Controller 

Description The following method is 

callback method for when 

the leap is being 

initialized or on start up. 

This will allocate memory 

to all the necessary 

variables within the 

Frame_listener class. 

 

Class Frame_listener 

Method clear_queue 

Visibility private 

Return type void 

Paramters,types None 

Description This method will clear the 

processing queue. 

 

Class Frame_listener 

Method Error_log_write_dump 

Visibility Public 

Return type Void 

Paramters,types None 

Description This class will dump out 

the contents and any 

warning or exceptions that 

will occur into a error log. 

 

Class Frame_listener 

Method Num_itctus 

Visibility Public 

Return type int 
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Paramters,types None 

Description The following methods 

returns the number of 

ictuses detected by the 

beat_detector. 

 

Class Frame_listener 

Method Num_itctus 

Visibility Public 

Return type int 

Paramters,types None 

Description The following methods 

returns the number of 

ictuses detected by the 

beat_detector. 

 

Class Frame_listener 

Method On_ictus_detected 

Visibility Public 

Return type Void 

Paramters,types None 

Description This method is called 

when ictus occurs and 

sends a signal to the QT 

GUI and sequencer. This 

methods is for the 

purposes of ictus event. 

 

Class Frame_listener 

Method Update_beat_detector 

Visibility Private 

Return type bool 

Paramters;types Frame;Leap.Frame 

Description This method updates the 

beat_detector used by the 

Frame_listener. This 

method returns true if the 

beat_detector exists or is 

ready, but false otherwise. 

 

Class Frame_listener 

Method Set_beat_detector 

Visibility Public 

Return type bool 

Paramters,types dectector, beat_detector 

Description The following method sets 

the beat_detector that may 

be a conga_graph or 

HMM_detector. The 

method will return true if 

the beat_dectector is 

successfully set. 

 

2.3.4 HiddenMarkovModelRecognizer 
The HiddenMarkovModelRecognizer class uses machine learning 

to recognize conducting patterns. It will use the input data, 

testing, validation, and training data to recognize different 

conducting patterns. This class will use internal machine 

algorithms on this data to determine conducting patterns and will 

require prior adjustments to produce correct results. 

Class HiddenMarkovModelReco

gnizer 

Method loadfromfile 

Visibility Public 

Return type bool 

Paramters,types filename;string 

Description The following method 

opens a file that will load 

data from a file for 

training and evaluation 

purposes. If the file is 

loaded successfully, then 

the opening returns true. 
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Class HiddenMarkovModelReco

gnizer 

Method getdatafromleap 

Visibility Public 

Return type void 

Paramters,types frame;Leap.Frame 

Description The following method gets 

data from the Leap and 

places the data into a 

queue for the machine 

learning class to process. 

 

Class HiddenMarkovModelReco

gnizer 

Method convert_leap_data 

Visibility Public 

Return type void 

Paramters,types None 

Description The following method 

converts stored Leap data 

into a representation that 

the machine class can use. 

This class will take the 

Leap data currently stored 

into a queue and place the 

converted data into 

another queue. 

 

Class HiddenMarkovModelReco

gnizer 

Method train_data 

Visibility Public 

Return type void 

Paramters,types None 

Description The following method will 

train on multiple sets of 

the data and determine if 

an ictus has occured. Also, 

it will update internal 

performance statistics.  

 

Class HiddenMarkovModelReco

gnizer 

Method evaluate_predictions 

Visibility Public 

Return type void 

Paramters,types None 

Description The following method 

evaluates the predictions 

that occurred in 

train_data. This function 

will set the statistic values. 

 

Class HiddenMarkovModelReco

gnizer 

Method partition_data 

Visibility Public 

Return type void 

Paramters,types None 

Description The following method will 

partition data into training, 

testing, and validation set. 

 

Class HiddenMarkovModelReco

gnizer 

Method write_predictions 

Visibility Public 

Return type void 

Paramters,types None 
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Description The following method will 

write predictions from the 

Leap to a file. 

 

Class HiddenMarkovModelReco

gnizer 

Method ictus_detected 

Visibility Public 

Return type bool 

Paramters,types None 

Description The following method  

will return if the current 

results of the 

HiddenMarkovModelReco

gnizer has found an ictus. 

 

2.3.5 Conga Gesture Framework 
The conga gesture framework is implemented based off of the 

conga research paper. The framework is implemented as a graph 

and the nodes of the graph make requests at the outputs. This 

means that requests propagate from the output to the input and the 

results of the requests are pushed through to the output. The 

conga research paper wanted this framework to be robust and easy 

to build and recognizing gestures. The following classes and 

methods will be utilized for the implementation of a conducting 

recognizer. 

2.3.6 Node 
A node in the conga graph holds the functionality of such tasks as 

recognizing an ictus, comparing inputs, adding inputs, and more. 

Every node has a request mechanism that will give the answer 

based on its functionality. Nodes have outports and inports that 

allow them to communicate with other nodes with their 

information. 

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description This is the base class 

method for node that other 

nodes will inherit. This 

method returns a record 

based on the port number 

specified from the 

parameter Port_num. The 

Port_num parameter 

specifies which outport to 

request to get information. 

The specified outport will 

return a record. This is the 

base class method where 

other nodes 

implementations will 

occur. It will always return 

the most up-to-date 

information based the time 

passed in. 

 

Class node 

Method appendoutport 

Visibility Public 

Return type bool 

Paramters,types Outport,port 

Description This is the base method 

class that all children may 

use to append ports on to 

their outports. It will 

return true if it success 

and false if not. 

 

Class node 

Method appendinport 

Visibility Public 

Return type bool 

Paramters,types Outport,port 

Description This is the base method 

class that all children may 

use to append ports on to 

their inports. It will return 

true if it success and false 

if not. 

 

2.3.7 Port 
The port class is used as the communication network for nodes. 

Ports pass along records along the various nodes based on the 

nodes outputs. Ports ask for information by inquiring for data with 

the request method. The ports post information by calling the post 
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function. If a port does not have an up to date answer it will make 

requests to the node for a more up to date answer. In order for the 

graph to process data faster and avoid redundant calculations, the 

port stores information in a update cache of limited size. 

Class Port 

Method Post 

Visibility Public 

Return type record 

Paramters,types Time;float 

Description This method returns a 

record stored within itself. 

 

Class port 

Method request 

Visibility Public 

Return type record 

Paramters,types Time;float 

Description This method returns a 

record of the most up-

date-time. If it is unable to 

find a more up-to-date 

record stored in its cache, 

then it makes a request to 

its owner node. 

 

Class port 

Method set_data 

Visibility Public 

Return type void 

Paramters,types Data, record 

Description The following method sets 

the record stored in the 

port. 

 

Class Port 

Method get_data 

Visibility Public 

Return type record 

Paramters,types None 

Description The following method 

returns the record stored. 

 

2.3.8 Record 
The record class is a data container that contains information 

about when data first spawned at a certain time.  

Class record 

Method set_data 

Visibility Public 

Return type Void 

Paramters,types Time,data ;float,(float or 

int) 

Description The follow method sets 

the data stored in the 

record class based on the 

passed in parameters. 

 

Class record 

Method get_data 

Visibility public 

Return type Tuple(Time,data) 

Paramters,types None 

Description This method returns the 

data stored in the record. 

Class record 

Method set_delta 

Visibility Public 

Return type None 

Paramters,types Time, float 
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Description The following method sets 

the time stored in the 

record. 

 

Class record 

Method get_delta 

Visibility Public 

Return type Float 

Paramters,types None 

Description The following method 

returns the time stored in 

the record. 

 

2.3.9 CONGAFiniteStateMachine 
The CONGAFiniteStateMachine is a finite state machine that has 

different states that represent cycles in the machine. The finite 

state machine states will represent different parts of the 

conducting pattern and beats. This class makes requests on its 

states, which then makes requests to the other nodes. 

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility Public 

Return type Tuple(record,record,record,re

cord,record,record,record) 

Paramters,types Restart,start,pause,time; 

int,int,int,float 

Description The following method pings 

the states of the 

CongaFiniteStateMachine 

and updates its states 

accordingly. The 

CongaFiniteStateMachine 

will return what cycle it is in 

on the fourth port. The first 

output will return whether a 

new state has occured. the 

second outport will return if a 

new cycle has occured. The 

third port will return the 

feature value of the activated 

state. The fifth outport 

returns the distance of the last 

advance. The sixth outport 

returns delta time between 

the advances. The seventh 

outport returns how many 

cycles have occured. This 

method will return a tuple of 

these seven outport values. 

 

2.3.10 AdderNode 
The AdderNode adds up its respective inputs and returns the sum 

on the outputs. 

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description This method adds up the 

two of the in ports and 

returns the sum on the first 

ouport as a record. 

 

2.3.11 AndNode 
The AndNode compares its inports by anding them and returning 

the result on the outports.  

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 
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Description This method compares its 

two inports and returns 

whether they are equal on 

its one outport.  A second 

outport returns the sign of 

the comparison whether 

the two numbers being 

compared are positive or 

negative. 

2.3.12 EqualNode 
The EqualNode compares its inports by finding testing their 

equivalence and returning the result on the outports. 

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description This method compares its 

two or more inports and 

returns whether they are 

equal throughs its one 

inport. A second outport 

returns the previous result. 

 

2.3.13 CONGABounce2DNode 
The CONGABounce2Dnode takes inport values and if a certain 

sequence is a bounce, then the node returns true if a bounce has 

occured. 

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description This method takes the 

classes two inports and 

computes whether a 

bounce has occured in the 

two inports values and 

places the result on its one 

outport. 

 

2.3.14 CONGA2DHanningSmoothingNode 
The CONGA2DHanningSmoothingNode takes inport values and 

smoothes the values. The smoothed values are returned on the 

outports. 

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description The following method 

takes the two inports and 

applies hanning 

smoothing to the two 

inports. The result is 

returned on the two 

outports. 

 

2.3.15 CONGAOnePoleFilterNode 
The CONGAOnePoleFilterNode takes its single inport value and 

applies a one pole filter to the node. The result is return on its 

outport. 

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description The following method 

takes one inport and 

applies a one pole filter to 

it. The result is returned 

on the classes one outport. 

 

2.3.16 CONGAMaximumNode 
The CONGAMaximumNode compares its inports and returns the 

maximum on its outports. 

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 
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Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num; float,int 

Description The following methods 

takes two inports and finds 

the maximum of the two 

inputs. The resulting 

maximum is return on the 

first outport and the index 

of the maximum port is 

returned on the second. 

 

2.3.17 CONGAHysterisisNode 
The CONGAHysterisisNode applies hysteresis to its inports and 

returns the applied hysteresis on its outports. 

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description The following method 

applies hysteresis to its 

inports and returns the 

results on the outports for 

each corresponding inport. 

 

2.3.18 CONGANotNode 
The CONGANotNode nots its inport and returns the result on its 

outport. 

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description The following method 

inverts the inports and 

places the result on the 

outport. 

 

2.3.19 CONGADetectBeat1Candidates2DNode 
The CONGADetectBeat1Canidates2DNode anlyazies a series of 

inputs. When the right conditions are met for a first downbeat it 

returns true. 

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description The following method 

takes its two and uses 

those inports to determine 

if a beat has occured. This 

method will place whether 

a beat one has occured on 

its outport. 

 

2.3.20 CONGASimpleState 
The CONGASimpleState represents a state in the finite state 

machine. The CONGASimpleState returns whether it is activated, 

the cycle position, and the detected feature value. 

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description This method caches its 

input and time and waits 

for a corresponding finite 

state machine to determine 

its activation. This method 

sets its outport value to 

one if activated. Its second 

outport value is set to the 

detected feature value. Its 

third value is the position 

in the cycle of the 

machine. 

 

2.3.21 CONGASelecttSuccessorByValueState 
The CONGASelecttSuccessorByValueState node holds a series of 

CONGASImpleStates. This node determines what the best 

CONGASimpleState based on its feature detection values. 
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Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description The following method 

checks its successor nodes 

and determines which of 

its simplestatenodes are 

activate. This method 

chooses the best  

simplestatenode and 

returns the index of the 

best node. 

 

2.3.22 CONGARotateNode 
The CONGARotateNode rotates inputs based on a angle passed in 

with the inputs. it returns its results on the outports. 

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description This method rotates the 

inports values based on 

the third inport and returns 

the rotated inport values 

on the outports. 

 

2.3.23 CONGADeltaNode 
The CONGADeltaNode takes the current and previous inputs and 

returns the deltavalue on its outports. 

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description The following method 

takes the inport values and 

computes the delta value 

between the current and 

previous value. The delta 

value is returned on the 

outport. 

 

2.3.24 CONGABeatTimeInterpolatorNode 
The CONGABeatTimeInterpolatorNode takes its inports and 

calculates a time duration between beats. The time duration 

between beats is returned on its outports. 

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description The following method 

returns the beat time based 

on previous inport values.  

 

2.3.25 CONGAPassiveValueNode 
 

Class node 

Method Request 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description The following method 

returns the value stored in 

the passivevaluenode. 

 

Class CONGAPassiveValueNod

e 

Method set_data 
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Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description The following method sets 

the data value stored in the 

CONGApassivevaluenode

. 

 

Class CONGAPassiveValueNod

e 

Method get_data 

Visibility public 

Return type Record 

Paramters,types Time, Port_num;float,int 

Description The following node 

returns the value stored by 

the 

CONGAPassiveValueNod

e. 

 

2.4 Database Tables 
LeapRecord 

The LeapRecord data structure is used to represent a frame of data 

captured from the Leap Motion API. This data structure will be 

used in the recording and playback of data. Data fields in this 

structure must all be a scalar or a Boolean variable at its end 

points or an empty list. The structure itself is a dictionary of lists 

and dictionaries. 

2.4.1 Format 
The LeapRecord data structure will be stored in a JSON format; 

however, all leap records must be stored in its own JSON 

structure. 

2.4.2 Future Expansion 
This data structure will be changed with updates to the Leap 

motion API and the inclusion of new input devices. The name of 

this structure will be changed and adjusted with the inclusion of 

more input devices to be more generalizable.  

2.4.3 Fields: 

 

LeapRecord 

<Class> 

Id <int> 

Timestamp <int> 

t_delta <float> 

Hands <List of 

Dictionaries> 

interaction_box 

<Dictionary> 

Pointables <List of 

Dictionaries> 

Tools <List of 

Dictionaries> 

Fingers <List of 

Dictionaries> 

 

2.4.4 Description of Fields: 
Note: The Vector dictionary is defined after these field 

descriptions. 

id i(nt): 

The following field is the recorded id acquired from the 

Leap.Frame class at recording time. 

timestamp:  

The following field is the recorded timestamp acquired from the 

Leap.Frame class at recording time. 

t_delta (float): 

The following field is used for recording purposes and holds at 

what time delta this record occurs. 

hands(list<hand<dictionary>>): 

The hands field contains a list of Leap.Hand that is placed into a 

dictionary at recording time. This field holds information about 

hands captured by the Leap Motion during recording. 

2.4.5 Keys and Values of Leap.Hand: 

 

hand<dictionary> 

Keys Values 

id The value that Leap identifies the hand 

has. (int) 

direction A vector that points from the palm 

towards the fingers. 

(vector3<dictionary>) 

Fingers A list of fingers. (list<finger>) 

palm_normal Contains the palms normal vector of the 

hand. (vector3<dictionary>) 
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palm_positio

n 

Contains the hands central palm 

position vector. (vector3<dictionary>) 

palm_velocit

y 

Contains the hands current velocity. 

(vector3<dictionary>) 

pointables Contains a list pointables that are 

associated to the hand. 

(vector3<dictionary>) 

sphere_cente

r 

This is a sphere center at the palms 

central position. (vector<dictionary>) 

sphere_radiu

s 

The sphere radius is determined by the  

distance from the tip of the fingers to 

the palm_center. (vector <dictionary> 

Tools This is a list of tools associated with a 

hand. <tools<dictionary>> 

 

2.4.6 Interaction_box (dictionary): 
The interaction_box field contains data attributes from the 

Leap.Interaction_Box field acquired at recording time and broken 

into a dictionary. The interaction_box field is built based off the 

Leap APIs interaction box class. The interaction box class 

represents a boxed region where points can be tracked and 

normalized. This field stores the necessary info to reconstruct the 

box in playing back a recording. 

2.4.7 Keys and Values of Leap.interaction_box: 

 

Interaction_box<dictionary> 

keys Values 

center This contains the center of the 

interaction box. (vector<dictionary>) 

width This contains the width of the 

interaction box. (float) 

height This contains the height of the 

interaction box. (float) 

depth This contains the depth of the 

interaction box (float) 

 

2.4.8 Pointables (list<dictionary>): 
The pointables field is a list of type composed of Leap.Pointable 

acquired at recording time and placed into a dictionary.  A 

Leap.Pointable represents anything that has the property of being 

an object that points in the leaps field of view. Good examples of 

pointables are fingers, pencils, chopsticks, and other objects that 

are pointy. 

2.4.9 A Leap.Pointable type possesses: 

 

pointable<dictionary> 

Keys Values 

Id The value that Leap identifies the 

pointable as. (int) 

direction A vector that points in the direction 

of the tip. (vector3<dictionary>) 

is_finger A field that holds whether this field 

is a finger. (bool) 

is_tool A field that holds whether this field 

is a tool. (bool)  

length A field that holds the length of the 

pointable. (float) 

width A field that holds the width of the 

pointable . (float) 

stabilized_tip_p

osition 

A field that contains a vector of the 

stabilized position. 

(vector3<dictionary>) 

tip_position A field that contains the vector of 

the tip position. 

(vector3<dictionary>) 

tip_velocity A field that contains the vector of 

the velocity.  (vector3<dictionary>) 

 

2.4.10 Tools(list<dictionary>): 
The pointables field is a list of type composed of Leap.Pointable 

acquired at recording time and placed into a dictionary.  A 

Leap.Pointable represents anything that has the property of being 

an object that points in the leaps field of view. Good examples of 

pointables are fingers, pencils, chopsticks, and other objects that 

are pointy. 

The tools field is a list of type composed of Leap.Tool acquired at 

recording time and placed into a dictionary. The Leap.Tool class 

is a subclass of the Leap.Pointable class.  The Leap.Tool class 

represents a pencil or chopsticks in space and this field keeps 

track of that information. 

A Leap.Leap type possesses the following attributes and fields. 

The tools dictionary has the same properties as the pointable 

dictionary with the exception of the is_finger  field. 

Fingers (list<dictionary>): 

The fingers field is a list of type composed of Leap.Finger 

acquired at recording time and broken up into a dictionary. The 

Leap.Finger class is a subclass of the Leap.Pointable class.  The 

Leap.Finger class represents a finger in space. 
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A Leap.Leap type possesses the following attributes and fields. 

The tools dictionary has the same properties as the pointable 

dictionary with the exception of the is_tool  field. 

Extra Fields Used: 

Vector3 (dictionary): 

This is generalization of vector and only stores the xyz 

coordinates because the values associate with a vector can be 

computed by the host machine. 

 

2.4.11 Keys and Values of Leap.Pointable 

 

Key Value 

x x component of some vector. (float) 

y y component of some vector. (float) 

z z component of some vector. (float) 

 

3. Detailed Design 

3.1.1 Activity Diagram (Before song has started) 
The following diagram specifies all possible activities which can 

take place before a song has started playing.  This includes 

everything from changing the mode of use to loading a MIDI file 

for future use. 

 

3.1.2 Activity Diagram (After song has started) 
The following diagram specifies all possible activities which can 

take place after a song has started.  This includes everything from 

changing controllers through conducting to saving conducting 

data. 

 

3.1.3 Flow Chart #1: 
Below is a flow chart showing the getNoteGateTime function in 

the Sequencer Interface Class.  This function is responsible for 

returning the duration of a played note within a MIDI file. 

 

3.1.4 Flow Chart #2: 
Below is a flow chart showing the play function in the Sequencer 

Interface Class.  This function is responsible for sequencing 

through all of the events in a MIDI file and accepting changes to 

conditions as them come in from the user. 
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4. Initial Hardware Design 

4.1.1 Hardware Components Diagram: 

 

Computer or Laptop: 

This will be the medium through which the application will be run 

and displayed to the user.   

 

LEAP: 

This will be the leap motion controller device which will capture 

all hand gestures and allow them to be processed in our 

application.  It will be connected to the computer through a USB 

port. 

4.1.2 Potential Hardware Components: 
Xbox Kinect: 

In order to increase the motion capture capability of our 

application, we may likely incorporate a Kinect to allow for full 

body recognition.  This device may also allow for facial 

recognition which is appropriate for recognizing what type of 

expression the conductor is trying to inspire in a chorus or 

orchestra. 

 

 

Image source:  commons.wikimedia.org 

 

Multiple Leaps: 

If possible, we would like to incorporate multiple leaps in the 

future to allow for a wider area of gesture recognition and a more 

realistic conducting experience.  This would also allow for a 

conductor to more easily control specific sections of a chorus or 

orchestra as well.  

 

Image source:  www.siyge.com 

5. User Interface Design 

5.1 Primary Interface 
The primary interface of MUSE is designed in a similar fashion to 

a MIDI player in the sense that it allows the user to manipulate 

channel volumes, and manipulate different functions of MIDI 

songs. It also has components for choosing specific models of 

conducting and visualization as well as opening MIDI files.  

See Appendix B 

5.2 Channel Manipulation Section 
This is the channel manipulation section of the user interface. This 

allows for users to change the volume on all sixteen channels of 

MIDI files that are playing. Each channel correlates to a different 

instrument that is playing on the MIDI file. The volume sliders 

will also generate specific volumes based on the configuration of 

each MIDI file that is opened. The sliders operate and provide 

information in real-time because the variables for volume are 

changing constantly.  
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5.3 Tempo Manipulation 
This is the tempo manipulation toggle. This allows for users to 

change the tempo of each song (for the song to play faster or 

slower). When a MIDI file is loaded the tempo is automatically 

generated and can be changed +- 2 per click. It will also change in 

real-time as a user moves their hand or conducting instrument 

over the leap-motion depending on the velocities of their 

movements.  

 

5.4 Note Manipulation Section 
This section is dedicated to manipulating attack, staccato, legato, 

and marcato on MIDI files that are playing. Each of these has an 

on/off state and when clicked will change. Each button has the 

potential to change how the song sounds. We will be adding more 

functionality of MIDI manipulation in the near-future, but 

because we have already coded this software we have not added 

some of the extra features. 

 

5.5 Drop-down Menu 
The user interface has drop down menus that will be utilized in 

order to open files, exit the program, record conducting, and to 

provide information on the program itself. In later stages of 

development there will be a multitude of different options to 

choose from in the drop down menu such as: score boards, 

tutorials, and saving files.  

 

5.6 File Directory 
The dropdown menu’s open function leads to a directory window 

that gives the user the option to select any MIDI files that they 

would like to open. The directory will be configured to 

automatically open a specific directory where all MIDI files 

should be stored in order to create use of ease since users will be 

saving and manipulating MIDI files. We have also updated one of 

the requirements of the file directory which is to only show .MIDI 

files. 

 

5.7 Primary Visualizer 
This is the primary visualizer for the user interface. It is an 

OpenGL widget embedded in QT that will be generated with real-

time information based on the conducting model that is selected. 

The purpose of this visualizer is to assist the user in learning by 

providing real-time feedback. The construct of it will be similar to 

that of video-games such as Guitar Hero or Rock Band. 

 

5.8 Musical Note Visualizer 
This is the musical note visualizer. When a specific channel 

(instrument) is selected this visualizer will output the notes of the 

selected instrument that is currently playing in real-time from the 

MIDI file. This musical note visualizer might be implemented in 

total of 16 times for all of the different possibilities of instruments 

and could be shown in tabulations in our main GUI window.  

 

5.9 Conducting Model Selection Menu 
This is the conducting model selection menu. If a user clicks on 

one of these models then they will be conducting by this model 

and the visualizers and machine-learning will react directly to this 

selection. We will also have patterns and models that are utilized 

by famous conductors so that users can try to “compete” with 

their favorite conductor. 
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8. Glossary 

8.1 API 
API or Application Programming Interface specifies how some 

software components should interact with each other. 

8.2 Balance 
Balance is used on a part that has stereo elements so that the user 

has the ability to adjust the volume of the stereo elements without 

changing their pan positions.  

8.3 Conga 
Conga is an academic publishing that emphasizes the use of a 

finite state machine in order to create states for musical 

conducting. 

8.4 Fingers 
The Leap Motion controller detects fingers via the infrared 

sensors and the API.  

8.5 Finite State Machine 
A mathematical model of computation used to design computer 

programs. The machine is only in one state at a time and can 

change states when a triggering event occurs or a condition is met. 

8.6 Gate-time 
The duration of a note being played. The start of a note's gate time 

begins with the reading of "note on" message while it ends with 

the reading of a "note off" message. 

8.7 Hands 
The Leap Motion controller detects hands and hand movements 

via the infrared sensors and the API. Hands will be a primary 

source of velocity information for our computational models. 

8.8 Hidden Markov Model 
A mathematical model of computation that uses states for 

programming. The state is not directly visible to the user, but the 

output which depends on the state is visible to users. Each state 

has a probability distribution and sequence tokens generated by 

the Hidden Markov Model gives information about the sequence 

of states. 

8.9 Interaction Box 
The interaction box is a 3D box in a space where points can be 

normalized and used to track if a point is inside or outside that 

space. 

8.10 K-Means 
K-means clustering is a method of vector quantization that is 

popular for data mining. It partitions n observations into k clusters 

where each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest 

mean.  

8.11 Leap Motion Controller 
A small USB peripheral device that uses two monochromatic 

infrared sensors and three infrared LEDs to observe a 

hemispherical area of about 1 meter. The cameras generate 300 

frames per second of reflected data which is sent to the host 

computer via USB and is then analyzed by the Leap Motion 

controller software. 

8.12 Legato 
Use of this controller allows a keyboard player to better simulate 

the phrasing of wind and brass players, who often play several 

notes with a single tonguing, or simulate guitar pull-offs and 

hammer-ons.  

8.13 MIDI 
MIDI or Musical Instrument Digital Interface is a technical 

standard that describes a protocol, digital interface, and 

connecting which allow for a variety of electronic music 

instruments, and computers to communicate and connect with 

each other. The MIDI protocol carries event messages that specify 

notation, pitch, velocity, and control signals for parameters such 

as volume, audio panning, and clock signals. 

8.14 MIDI Channel 
MIDI Channels provide a sound-generating subsystem for MIDI 

files. One MIDI file can carry sixteen MIDI channels that 

transport Channel Voice messages. The Channel Voice messages 

include Note on, Note off, and other ways of manipulating the 

instruments. 

8.15 MIDI Controller 
A MIDI controller is an abstraction of the hardware used to 

control a performance.  

8.16 Node 
A node is a point at which lines a branch or tree which stores 

relevant information. 

8.17 Pan 
This is used to internally mix all of the parts to the device’s stereo 

outputs. It affects all notes on the channel, including notes that 

were triggered prior to the pan message being received, and are 

still sustaining. 

8.18 Pointables 
Pointables are fingers and tools that are tracked in the Leap 

Motion space. 

8.19 Port 
Ports ask for information by inquiring for data with the request 

method. 

8.20 Portamento 
This is a musical term that describes pitch sliding from one note 

to another. 

8.21 QT 
QT (pronounced cute) is a cross-platform application and UI 

framework for developers using C++ or QML. It is an open source 

project governed by an inclusive meritocratic model.  

8.22 QT Signals 
A signal is emitted when a particular even occurs in QT. QT’s 

widgets may have many predefined signals, but there are also 

subclass widgets where the user can add their own signals. 
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8.23 QT Slots 
A slot is a function that is called in response to a particular signal. 

QT’s widgets have many pre-defined slots, but it is common for 

subclass widgets to allow users to add their own slots so that they 

can deal with specific signals. 

8.24 QT Widgets 
Widgets are a primary element for creating user interfaces in QT. 

Widgets can display data and status information and also receive 

user input or provide a container for other widgets that should be 

placed together.  

8.25 Sequencer 
A programmable electronic device for storing sequences of 

musical notes, chords, or rhythms and transmitting them when 

required to an electronic musical instrument. 

8.26 Staccato 
This is a form of musical articulation. It signifies a note of 

shortened duration, separated from the note that may follow by 

silence. 

8.27 Sostenuto 
This is a term that implies a slowing of tempo which can refer to a 

legato style where notes are performed in a sustained manner. 

8.28 Tools 
The Leap Motion controller can recognize individual tools that 

are utilized by users. Our software has the capability of 

recognizing these tools as well. 

8.29 User Interface 
The goal of this is to allow for the user to interact with the 

software and in the sense of our project it is so that they can 

manipulate MIDI files, and utilize the Leap Motion Controller. 

8.30 Velocity 
Measurement of the speed, intensity, and resultant volume of 

notes that are being played.  Velocity levels range from 0 - 127. 
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Appendix A – Class Diagram 
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Appendix B – Main Window 

 


